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Winning Essays

“Why I Want to Go to A Camp” 
Following are the essays written by the winners of the two week long camp 
scholarships to the Maine Conservation School at Bryant Pond this summer.  
These students are fourth graders at the Poland Community School. This 
scholarship is sponsored by TLIA.

 “Hi, My name is Gabi Tompkins.  I am 10 years old. I’m in fourth 
grade at Poland Community School.  And I love nature. I have a hobby for 
nature so I would love to attend the Maine Conservation School.  I love 
woodcraft; I love the smell of trees in the wind.  I love swimming, fishing.  I 
love camping.
 But I only get to go to camp, like, once a year, but, it is OK with me, 
I get to go.
 Well, the reason why I want to go is because I’d want to learn more 
about nature instead of sitting on my couch and watching TV all day long.  
And to learn the different kinds of animal tracks.
 I love nature, so it would be a great thing that I was at the camp for a 
week and I want to meet new people so I could get new friends.”

      Sincerely,
      Gabi Tompkins

by Jake Bourget

“I wish I could go to the camp because I love survival.  I started by 
reading my favorite book called, Swiss Family Robinson.  And I watched it on 
TV.  I loved the tree house so much I started reading Brian’s Hunt, Julie of the 
Wolves, The River, and My Side of the Mountain.
 It would be fun to go to a camp that taught me about survival because 
it would teach me how to use my other senses and use the wilderness as a 
guide to help me make my own mini tree house, sort of like the one on Swiss 
Family Robinson.  It would teach me how to experience some real things from 
the wilderness, and help me bring back ways and tips to help me teach my 
siblings, parents, friends, and other family ways to also experience the way to 
survive just as I did!”
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